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ABSTRACT
An educational program developed for adults as part

of a larger resettlement operation for Cuban. refugees seeking asylum
in the United States and based at Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania
is describes And evaluated. Evaluative measures indicated that the
program was more successful than anticipated, with substantial upward
movement through tested levels of competence in English as a second
language in a five-week period. Attitude surveys showed that the
majority of teachers and administrators viewed the school as a
success, Among the recommendations made for similar efforts to be
undertaken in the future are these: (1) lhdditional Department of
Education -P epartment of State coordination; `(.2) sufficient Department
of Education resources for quick response to emergency refugee needs;
(3) immediate availability of formal education programs for refugee
children and dolts; (4) choice of a local administrative agency with
substantial e pertise; (5) ongoing contact among agenafts responsible
for program administration; (6) leadership, energy, and flexibility
in the administrative staff; (7) sensitive but highly motivated an&
responsible teaching staff; (8) early and systematic assessment of
and provision4 for staff inservice needs; (9) greater emphasis on
vocational preparation and °Ow acculturation efforts as an adjunct
of earlier formal language instruction; and (10) open lines of
communication among all parties concerned,. including the media and
refugees. (MSE)
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PREFACE

John Kennedy wrote: "The contribution of immigrants can be seen in every aspect of our national life. We see it inrsligion, in politics, in business, in the arts, in education, even in athletics and in entertainment. There is no part of ournation that has not been touched by our immigrant background. Everywhere immigrants have enriched and
strengthened the fabric of American life. As Walt Whitman said,

These Statei are the amplest poem,
Here is not merely a nation but
a teeming Nation of nations."

The boardandbadministration of the Central Susquehanna Intermediate Unit remembered this nation's rich and
4 diverse heritage when the United States' Department of Education approached us in August.1980 and asked that the

CSIU operate the Adult School for Cuban -Refugees at Fort lndiantown Gap, Pennsylvania ..Acting upon the recom-mendation of the intermediate unit's administration, the board voted unanimously August 20 to undertake. the
education of adult Cuban refugees at the resettlement center 80 miles away. The board acted out of a sense of
humanitarian and civic obligation, and, as the following report indicates, that decision was a good one.

Negotiations with USED began the day following the board's action, and within ten days, Army bdrracks had been
converted into school buildings and classrooms, teaching staff had been selected and trained, curriculum developmentand material ordering were well underway, and testing and teaching of adult Cuban refugees had begun. The report
which follows describes- the history and activities of the Adult School f Cuban Refugees at Fort Indiantown Gap,
Pennsylvania. It relates what was done and whys, what worked and what did not; and offers evaluative data andrecommendations for futtire programs. The report is divided into three volumes. The tirst includes an executivesummary and the actual final report on the Adult School for Cuban Refugees, operated by.the CSIU under USED
contract number 3008007.13, It inchRies avariety of appendices, including Appendix P, which is bound-separately andincludes individual student information as required' by the CSIU's contract; this appendix is presented only to the
USED. The second volume is an evaluation report, prepared by James Shaner..The third volume is prepared in aformat
to permit easy copying and includes a variety of instructional materials deVeloped by staff of the program.

The Adult School for Cuban Refugees worked because of the people who devoted their efforts to it adminis-
trators, teachers.aides, secretaries, and a host of unsung support staff who worked beyond, the scope of their normal jobs
so that this program would be a success. This report is dedicated to all of them and to the spirit which brought the Cuban
refugees to this country the same spirit which brought so many earlier waves of immigrants and which will, no doubt,bring others in the years to come. For all of us who had the privilege to be associated with this extraordinary effort and
our extraordinary colleagues, this will be remembered as a challenging, exciting, rewarding episode in our careers.

November 1980
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Robert E. Feir
CSIU Assistant Executive Director
Superintendent, Adult School



ADULT SCHOOL FOR
CUBAN REFUGEES

Project Evaluation Report.

ABSTRACT

The Adult School for Cuban Refugees, operated kly the Central Susquehanna IntermeThate Unit, supplied services
to approximately 1,200 Cuban refugee students in the ;ix weeks of its operation at Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania.
The program offered basic oral English classes to adults ranging in age from 18 to 81 years. The classes were established
within the confines of the military installation at Fort Indiantown Gap. Army barracks constructed during World War II
were used ,for classrooms.

The students entered classes with a wide range of English proficiency. Some students spoke no English, while a small
number had an advanCed understanding ofEnglish. Only one living area had coeducational classes. The female students
never comprised more than 5 percent of the total student population. The females were quickely sponsored out through
the volunteer agencies early in the program; leaving the student population predominantly male.

The goals for this short term educational project consisted of teaching oral English and providing for the
acculturation of the Cuban students to the American way of life.

- The goal of teaching oral English has been met. Students advanced rapidly in their ability to speak and understand.
English. Pre-post testing revealed a large gain in student English proficiency.

The goal of teaching basic life skills for the acculturation to the American society has been met. With the limitations
. placed upori the teachers and aides from the controlled environmenta basic understanding of the American way of life

has developed. The students learned rapidly about Arherican society and were eager to explore for themselves beyond
the confines of Fort Indiantown Gap.
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A ultiSchool for Cuban Refugee's
Rtject Evaluation Report

I. ProjeceDescription

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Adult School for Cuban Refugees supplied services to approximately 1..200 refugee ,students at Fort Indian-.

(Own Gap, Pennsylvania. This program was operated by the Central. Susquehanna. Intermediate Unit of Lewisburg,
Pennsylvania. The program was located within, the cbnfines of the military installation: at Fort Indiantown Gap.
Thirty-seven classrooms were established in wood frame barracks built during World War II.

The classes provided groups of 10 t.ci 25.students.with instruction from 8 a:m. to 11 a.m. and from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday. A few classei also were organized for evening instruction to meet the needs of those students
who. worked on the post during the day. Each class had a teacher and usually two teacher aides.

. The teachers and aides provided group instruction and individual tutoring in oral English and acculturation to the
American society. Table I shows the breakdown of faculty and staff involved in the Adult School program.

Table 1
. .- .

_

. .

Sex- Certificates. Degrees Bilingual
Totals M F PA Other DR MA BA ESL SpanishAdministrators 4 3 1 1 1. 1 2 1 2 1Teachers 35 14 21 29 2 2 17 16 17 17Aides 61 17 44 20 3 1 3 39 23 26

Secretaries 4 . 4 I
Total: 104 34 70 50 6 4 22 57 42 44
Teachers/Aides . 96 31 65 ,. 49 5 3 20 56 40 43

PROJECT. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goals of the Adult School for Cuban Refugees were,to teach oral English and to provide acculturation to the

American way of life. Screening of students for English proficiency was provided by the use of the English as a Second
Language Oral Assessment (ESLOA) instrument (Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc., Revised Edition, 1980). The
instructional program, with its concentration on the development of speaking aid listening skills, utilized the ESLOA as
a pre- and post-testing device to determine the development. of these skills and the degree to which the program
objectives were met. Further program evaluation was carried out by participant-observer or responsive evaluation.
Another evaluation was performed midway through the program. (See Ringler Report, Appendix A.)

SELECTION OF STUDENTS
Initially, adults who were heads of households were given priority for assignment to classes. Education was not

compulsory for the Cuban students; they attended classes on their own volition. Minor children were not enrolled in the
Adult School program, as their educational needs were addressed by another program. Each student had equal access to
small group and tutorial instruction within the daily classroom schedule.

2
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II. Evaluation Design

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The evaluationdesign was constructed to provide data for program managers and documentation for future use.

tiTh e evaluation design used event documentation, attitude surveys, 'and pre- and post-testing comparisons of student
progress. . .

.
. .

The event documentation and surveys were oriented toward the program's activities, rather than.solely to it goals..
These procedures pikwided an understanding which emphasized particular activities and experiential knowledge: This
-emergent" type-of evaluation had as its purpose the following:

. °

1. to document events; .

2. to record student change:
3. to detect instructional vitality and cyclic patterns: ..
4. to aid administrative decision making; ,,--'

5. to facilitate corrective action; and, ..

. .

6. tb increase administrative understanding of teaching and learning under. the conditions present at Fort
Indiantown Ciiip.

.

-The procedures used to carry out this emergent evaluation 'ere to participate and observe in-depth the classroom
interaction and total environment. The following general guidelines were. used:

.

. .

1. isolate instances and issues;
2. look at sequences;
3. select special instances to observe new techniques, equipment, etc.;
4. observe, participate, interview, record;
5: find patterns, sort material and information;
6. validate observations through cross-checking; and
7. write case studies and other reports. .

.

Along with these efforts, a teacher attitude inventory was developed from the issues that emerged in the responsive
evaluation. This inventory is based on a 'five point Liken-type scale whiCh indiotes the teachers' attitudes toward the
Adult School. The Likert-type scale is based on a carefully selected number of positive and negative items about an
attitude object. In responding to these items, subjects indicate whether they strongly agree, agree. are undecided,
disagree, or strongly disagree. In this instance, the attitude assessed was "teaching in the Adult School at Fort IIndiantown Gap.-

English as a Second Language Oral Assessment Test was administered to students as a pre- and post-testing device .

to determine their progress and the success' of the-program in achieving its goal of teaching oral` English.
The ESLOA assesses the student's ability to speak and understand English on four separate levels, with each

successive level indicating-greater understanding of spoken English. as follows:
:

Level 1: Designed to test auditory comprehensionn by identification of specific vocabulary items. The student may
answer verbally or point to the. picture in the test booklet. ..

Level 2: Designed to test basic survival vocabulary and elementary English structure with oral responses required.
Level 3: Requires the transformation Of positive statements to questions with responses in complete sentences.
Level 4: Requires the formation of past and future tenses and responses to questions in the conditional tense.

RespOnses in complete English sentences expected with`two or three sentence responses encouraged.
Another research question tested was whether any student achievement differences resulted from being taught by

teachers with proficie9e in Spanish as opposed to those who spoke no Spanish.
The following null-hypotheses were tested: .

.

Hi No differences exist between students' spoken English proficencv as a, result of classes taught by Spanish
speaking as opposed to non-Spanish speaking teachers and aides.

H2 No ;differences exist between students and non-students in their proficiency in spoken English.
. I

H3 No differences exist between students whoTegularly attend class and those who irregularly attend class in their
. proficiency in oral English. .

A random sample of 350 students were selected for post-testing from the original test population of I ,290 students.
1The ESLOA post-test was administered to the randomly selected group five weeks after the pre-test. A small group of

students who were administered the ESLOA pre-test and then did not attend class were also re-tested approximately five
weeks later.

. Iqf
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At the time of administration of the post-testing, the attendance level of the'students was recorded according to the
following guidelines:

Attendance Level I .= student present in class 0 to 24 percent;
Attendance Level 2 -7 student present in class 25 to 49 percent;
Attendance Level 3 = student present in class 50 to 74 percent; and
Attendance. Level 4 = student present in class 75 to 100 percent.
To test the hypotheses, a T-test for two independent samples was utilized.

. .% .

Data PresentatiOn and Abtalysis

EMERGENT EVALUATION
The Adult School had as its broad goals to teach oral English and acculturation or basic life skills. These goals have

been met most adequately. The emergent evaluation allocated a large'amount of time to observing the program. IIThe
first three weeks of the total four weeks were spent in the classroom. The following portrayals center around the
environment, teachers, students, supervisols, administrators, facilities, materials and other agencies.

Environment /Facilities
The phySical environment of this program consisted of World War II barracks. In comparison with public schools,

their appearance was quitAleak and stark. The walls were all painted institutional "eve easing" green that had long since
faded, chipped and peeled. %)

Some classrooms had inadequate lighting, while others had no electricity. Individual desk-chairs were not available
for students. Rather, they sat on steel folding chairs, on benches, or at picnic tables that were brought indoors for the
classrooms. .

Several classrooms had broken windows and doors that would, not close. Only one classroom had heat; the others
remained cold. In the early September and October mornings, the chill in the classrooms was all-pervasive. The student&
often entered the classrooms bundled in the blankets issued to them by the Army to stave Off the chill.

The classrooms were located within "areas" of the military installation. Area 5 was the only area to house families-
and single females. Consequkntly this area was the only area with females in the classrooms.

The exteriors of the classrooms were identical white barracks with green trirh and green shingle roofs. Some
classes were in one-story buildings, others in two-story buildings. Between the classromps were barren areas and dirt
streets. Grass was at a premium. Dust constantly intruded into everything. On the .aw days of rain the dust was
transformid into a mud film that was tracked throughout the bare pine floors of the classrooms.

. The perimeter surrounding each area wasdefined by concertina wire with razor sharp spines. In some areas it was
used to keep "bad people" in whitte in other areas it was used to-keep !`bad people" out: The perimeters were dotted
periodically with little wooden sentry huts, where' the Milisp.P0olice stationed themselves to maintain perimeter
security.

Within the are s, there was generally a frenzy of activity Cubans milling around talking and shouting while the
ever present FederN1 Protective Service patrolled in cars. The Cubans referred to the FPS as "blue shirts" and generally
gave wide berth to these agents. The blue shirts had arrest power within the areas and had on occasion removed Cuban
offenders to the detention center in Area 1.

From loud-speakers fixedto the top of barracks, attached to jeeps and hand held, came a constant barrage of names
of Cubans being called for sponsor interviews and general information. It seemed that, from every barracks window,
there came at full volume, a radio or stereo that had been played so loud the speakers were broken and ragged. All of this
roar was added to by the constant flights of Army helicopters flying over the areas to land at the nearby air field.

In each area an American. flag flew over one building, the command post for the Army. The Army was in charge of
the operation of the area. Its presence and continual cooperation was a definite asset to the operation of the program.
The Army maintained all the barracks and other buildings not in use by other agencies.

Teachers

At 7:3'0 a.m. Monday through Saturday., 100 people gathered in the Fort Indiantown Gap administrative office of
the Central Susquehanna Intermediate Unit,- which ran the Adult School for Cuban Refugees. They came with arms
bulging with materials" they had developed, borrowed and begged. Some of these people, were aides and some were
teachers, but the distinctiorOvas really quite blurred. Often, the only way to tell the difference was to read their name tags



which identified their position. There was no "typicarteacher. Some were.black, some white: sortie Ilispanic and all were
4

eager and dedicated to the education of the refugees in an unusual teaching situation. Smile were Wearingoeans and
running shoes while others were more formallyattired. They all had in common a spark oa special caring that entitled
them to be called by their Cuban students an especially friendly term, "teacher."

After "signing in," the morning announcements were made. The chatter before and after the announcements was a
sign of the teachers' exuberance. -

Perhaps most remarkable was the fact that this highly professional staff, which proved also to be highly successful,.
was assembled in less than two weeks.

By 8:00 a.m., the teachers and aides drove or walked to their classrooms through Army sentry posts in five different
areas.

Since the Adult School did not have compulsory education, On chilly mornings only a few students Wouldippear at 8
a.m. As thedav warmed, so did the Cubans, and they appeared one by one at the classroom driofway. Itbridaunted by this
constant trickle of students into the classroom, being 'greeted aloud by friends, the teachers continued the$ work.
Usually by 9 a.m. the students were actively engaged in classroom. activities.'

Teachers were free to use the methods they determined as best for them. A wide variety of teaching methods and
skills'Were demonstrated in all of the classrooms, with English the predominant language'spoken. This gave the Cuban
student. the opportunity to listen and then imitate the sounds they heard, The emphasis placed on Oral English
fielitated the rapid transition of the students to be able to he `survival" conversations within a Short period of time.

The, teachers focused the classroom content on greetings and farewells, numbers, colors useful questions, telling
time, day's of the week, months of the year, seasons of the year, clothing, parts of the body, arts ofa house, focids, verbs
and prepositions. All of this was used as a base for learning vocabulary. Once. a basic vocabulary was, learned, the
conversations centered around future employment, life in the United States, reasons for punctuality, using the

flip telephone, and a myriad of other subjects.
The program's success in teaching oral English can be attributed directly to the teachers and indirectly t% the

administration for their staff selection. The success of the acculturation goal relates directly to the success of the
English goal. Through learning English, the acculturation process was implemented.

Geography was taught through the use of United States and world illops. Teachers used flash cards, verbal dril ,

cut-out silhotiettes ip states and countries, and lectures:
Governmentiand U.S. history Were taught through discussions of everything from how the Cubans arrived at Fort

Indiantown Gap through the purposes of the electoral college. Classroom discussions were quite intriguing when the
Cuban students' made their own comparisons between the United Staves and Cuban governments.

Each day the teacher would first, in large groups, review the previous leAson covered and then introduce new
material. Then the class would be divided into smaller grays to concentrate on practicing conversation. At the end of
this period the class Was usually re-assembled into a large group, and a review and summary of the mornin or afternoon
was made..Each teacher and aide used different systems, but this wa the general pattern.

There were frequently loud outbursts of Spanish among the students. Each teacher and ai veloped ways to deal
with this usually by encouraging ,the students to express themselves in English;Some teache and aides spoke no
Spanisly,-,so the struggle for understanding. was intense. These teachers and aides quickly ound the ways most
productive'to convey the co s they were teaching.

The teachers and aide were faced with constant interruptions internally and from sources external to the
classroom. Internal interrup ions came from students excited over something new, Cubans wandering in to.speak with
friends, local and national news media services, the Federal Protective Service just checking in, program evaluators and
administrative personnel. The teachers and aides quickly became used to these intrusions and took advantage of the

'newcomers to introduce their students, giving them addijional practice in conversational English.
External interruptions came frequently when other agencies sponsored an event without coordination with the

Adult School. EntertaiRmeneevents were scheduled during school hours to appeal to those 65 percent:of the Cubans
who did not attend.classes. Musical groups, boxing matches, and the opening of it roller -skating rink next door to a
classroom were among the external factors causing interruptions of classes.

Periodic moving of classrooms to other buildings was disruptive but not.to the extept that mightbe expected. When
moves occurred, the teachers were well seasoned and metthem with affirmative behavior. This decreased the .disrup-
tiveness of the situation and allowed for relatively smooth transitions to occur.

The teachers and aides transformed run-down barracks into classrooms. Each teacher d aide developed posters,
t?rought in clippings, potted plants and everything imaginable to transpose the bleaknes the barracks to an oasis for
learning.

5 o
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The exuberaece of all the people in this educational endeavor compensated for the frustrations of the situation.
The skills and morale of the faculty were directly Pesponsible :for the flow of education that occurred in an almost
impossible situation.

. .'k,Stu 4 n ts : .
. . ..-The chill in the room WaS the kind that-'made teachers and aides wish they had worn their turtleneck sweaters after

all It was 8 ar11., and the sun was not quite high enougico peek'through the dirty windows. Two Cubans were huddled ... .

in the corner;. wrapped in blankets. Not used to the .c.limate, the chill for them was a new experience. .1 . ' , .

The door with the broken glass banged open at $:15 a.m. and through the portal bounced Ramon, a tall, thin'and.attractive man of 25 years, wearing a blue T-shirt, brown,trousers and shower shyes. Ramon was oblivious to the cold, as
he addressed his- teachers slowly with, "Good morning;teacher." kle had a bold smile and was ready to study English.
Purposefully he opened his notebook- and textbook and waited, for',;his teacher or aide to begin the lesson. The
conversation in 'English. was slow with much repetition. but lianitin coped well with the frustration of speaking and
listening to a difficult language with many ambiguities. , . .

, .. ,
By 8:30 a.m., -other students entered the classroom. Each student greetethe teacher, aide and classmates, usually

interrupting the teaching in progress. In a short time the students were eagerly ink'olved in the learnipg'process.
...Outbursts in Spanish were common. One student would try, to explain to anotfref,the concept under discussion. At

times the roar in the classroom overwhelmed the teachers and. aidesbut they seemed to sense that even in this chaos of
loud chatter learning was taking place. With the insistence of teachers and aides, this chatter changed from Spanish 'to
English over the weeks.

.

i-he itudents practiced oral English in and out of the classrbom. At first they merely -repeated-the sounds but later .'.
developed understanding and took great delight in playing witrh English words4They Would, develop sentences and
provide new twists. Often they would be incorrect, but through gentle coaxingethey would continue to explore until they

.9communicated their ideas in English.
.. .'

.

Nlispronounciatioas often met with peals Of laughter froth all people in the classroom. Students teased students;
teachers and aides teased students, and students teased teachers and aides. From their commonmistakes and resulting
laughter, the embarrassment of being-wrong was diminished, and the students became even more active. ;;

There were no external boundaries to the clas.srnnins. On the steps, in the street and in the general- compound,
_teaching and learning was occurring often with an advanced student at the center Of the teaching.

i,The students attended class regularly with a desire to learn oral'English and anything else being offered. It was quite 9.clear thy were learning. Many students, during a two-week period, went from no English to being able to introduce
.

themselves and their friends, tell tin identifyidentify body parts, county money and many other survival skills. With this. basic ,
learning came understanding and.Osight about their. condition within the camp and an "und,erstanding that tihe
likelihood of being sponsored out increased with their increased laloi,vlede of English,'

.. . . .

The Cubans were very courteous, friendly and gentle. The teachers became quite close to their students. This close
nship added to the momentum of the learning and was the basis for the dramatic progress of the students. I

The students dealt daily witht.k0.-Strations of living behind the wire in aconfinectarea. Thefrustration of steing
,the camp population dwindle when p&ple around were being sponsored out added to'i feeling or mood of depression.

approximately
.Teachers and aides were constantly asked by the students to act as sponsors. This did occur, and approximately 30

Cuban students were sponsored by teachers and aides. ,. .

,Even with the problems generated by the situation, the students learned oral English and gained important insights
into the American waNe'of life.

. . .. .

Administration
The administration took the role of providing and coordinating services for the teachers, recognizing.the special

qualities of each teacher and aide and allying them the freedom to use their skills individually to accomplish the
program goals. .90 1

At every occasion, the administration assisted teachers and aides. A cooking class was established in one dr the mess
halls at the request of three teachers and aides. With the support of administration, the path was clearecind the class
came into existence with the additional help of the Army. The class was'a highly successful endeavor made possiblf only
by thecooperation of the administration with other agencies and with the faculty.

. Formally, there was an administrative hierarchy that other agencies' representatives could use. Within the Adult
School system, clearly defined but informal channels were quickly established.
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Sup'erv'ision .:

The coordination of the teaching-in each of the areas was the responsibility of the Fnupervisors. These people
.

performed a wide variety of tasks. They procured classrooms, students, benches, materials, electricity, light bulbs and
anything necessary to. keep the,classrooms functioning smoothly. They provided moualsupport Tor teachers, aides and
students. . \. - '" .

, The superVisors ensured that teachers received the necessary administrative information and appropriate
educational materials. They continually visited classrooms in their. assigned areas to Maintain high visibility and
accessibility. This enabled problernsIto be resolvedfaster and kept the systemin continuous movement", witha constant
flowof.information..

Materials 1

'At first, the teachers asked for curriculum materials to ' assist them in teaching oral Englith. It giiickly became
obvious that few materials for teaching oral EnglAh were readily available. Teachers were forced to develop their, own.
oral, English. cur.ricilluin and a system to share matecials,with their colleagues. The variety and quality of materials:
demonstrates the teachers' ingenuity,

, ,

Agencies f
i h Red Cross .

The Red Crtvs. provided a much-rieeded service to the.Cuban refugees. At times, this highly visible and laudible
service conflicted with\ the goals of the education program: Competition sometimes existed between this group's
activities and the Adult School program. The establishment of entertainment programsConflicting with the classes
implied toAotne of the sterdents that in the United 'States entertainmen ortant a learning to speak English.' .

. . . Arrm...
).' 8.....

. o., .

The Army eagerly acted as a support system for the educational program. The military was eallect'to assist in
obtaining ciassroOrris and acted with the greatest speed. The new,class.rooms were cleanedand thebuildings turned over
to the education. unit withOtat delay.

.. .I.

Army personnel enhanced the-success of the program, by maintaining the areas and inmainta ning the perimeter:
".Militarvcommanders in areas where classes were held were interviewed Capon the terminat n of the Mull. Scholl.,

Their comments focitsed on the positive.differences the Adult School had on the Rreas' popula ion as the weeks passed.
They noticed an increase in the use of English and a decrease in confusion and depression. They suggested that'the
Adult Sch(7)ol should have started in May upon the arrival of the refugees. and that, at that time, the Aclult'School should
have implemented a vocational education program. .

I
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Teacher Attitude Inventory
From.the emergent evaluation, issues were identified and later. adapted into a 15-quetion Teacher Attitude :.

Inventory'. The anonymotis".attitiltle inventory was administered at the end of the Adult School. Seventy -four (n=74)
teachers and aides responded. (See Appendix 13.for Teacher Attitude Inventory.)

Each question has been graphed Co display the percentages of teachers' and aides' responses in each of thee five
'categories. (See figures 1-15.)

(.QUESTION 1

The communication between the teacher and aides was constructive.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

A

L'N'CERTA1N

,S-FRONGIN
AGREE

PERCENT

gor

5 '10 -15 20 25 314 33 40 43 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Figure. 1.

The communication between teachers and aides was quite effective (90 percent agreed-or strongly agreed), coiliiku.
the issue of team teachingl-ersus teacher anit aide teaching (see question 8).
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QUESTION 2

Constant individualization of instruction was required to teach the Cuban refugee students.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

UNCERTAIN

'AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

PEKiqNT

1

r

5. 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50.- 35 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Figure 2

Many dif ent English proficiency levels developed in each classroom as students learned at different rates. there was
slightly r greement to this statement than disagreement which perhaps is indicative of the wide variety of teaching

INW methods and he degree of individual attention given to students..

QUESTION 3

Knowledge of adult education is essential to working productively with Cuban refugee students. dt

STRONGLY.
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

et4i(.',ENT 5 10 15 20 23 30 35 40 45:50 55 60 63 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Figure 3

Nearly equal numbers of staff agree and disagree about the need for knowledge of adult education in working
productively with the students; This' perhaps is-a refleCtion of the diverse backgrounds of the teachers: Their teaching
experiences r,anged from'elementarrschool teaching through college teaching.
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The supervision given met most classroom needs.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

. UNCERTAIN .

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

PERCENT

C..

QUESTION 4'

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 - a0 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Figure 4

This statement became an emergent issue by the aeniands plaCed on supervisors by the teachers and aides. The 72
percent response in the agree category and 14 .percent in the strongly agree category reflect satisfaction with the
supervision that was given in a dcult situation:

QUESTION 5
There was a constant feeling of confusion-abtut the purpose of this educational project.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

,

IDISAGREE
. .,..,.

-vo UNCERTAIN

AGREE.

'STRONGLY .

AGREE

PERCNT

F

5 40 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 .90 95 100
.

Figure 5

.This question is a keflection of the decentralization of administrative control to each classrooM. Teachers commented
...about the lack of direction, but their responses indicated they were generally comfortable with the decentralization.
44,pparently teachers and aides. foUnd their own purposes.
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QUESTION 6

More administrative directipns were needed to assist in daily lesson planning.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE Ij
PERCENT 5 10 15 20 25 30 33 .40 45 30. 55 60 63 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Figure 6

This question is juxtaposed to question 5. The teachers felt strongly in favor of the system allowing the control to be.
concentrated in the classroom and not in the administrative office.

QUESTION 7
There is little difference betweeachingthe Cuban refugees and elementary school children.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

.UNCERTAIN

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

VERCENT 3 1() -13 20 25. 30 33 40 415. . 50 55 6() 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100'

Figure 7

There was a tendency for some teachers and aides to treat their students not as adults but as children. This statement
clearly establishes that the teachers and aides did See the differences and viewed their student audience as other than
.thildren.
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QUESTION 8
Team teaching would have been better than the teacher and aide system.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

o.

D1SA4EE

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

)PERCENT 5. 10 15- 20 9"A.a 30 35 40 45 a() 55 60 65 70 7,5 80 85 90 95 100 4,

, Figure 8'
Team teaching was often a "coffee break" discussion. The wide spread in the response categories possibly reflects the
high qualifications of the teaching staff. Some aides were certified teachers'with masters degrees and varying amounts of
classroom teaching experience. In almost :all situations, the teachers and aides worked smoothly as indicated by the
agreement responses to question 1. There was often no distinction between the teachers and aides in the classroom,which gave a team teaching appearance.

. *

QUESTION .9

The in-service training "Articulation of Sounds in the English Language" was beneficial.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

1

STRONGLY
AGREE

PERCENT. 3 10 15 2Q 25 30 35 40 43 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Figure 9

The teachers and aides disagreed that the in-service t cligation was beneficial. From the responsive evaluation 4nd
interviews, the teachers and aides felt that the training came too late in the program:xo be of great benefit.
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QUESTION 10
Thf adult education. program for Cuban refugees should have been mandatory.

STRONGLY
OISAGREE

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

PERCENT 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 .30 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 . 90 95 100

Figure 10

Much concern was generated by the teachers and aides about student attendance. This question attempted to determine
if the teachers and aides would like to. have.seen mandatory attendance. Reactions to this statement are 'primarily
negative but the poor construction of the statement probably negates its validity.

I

QUESTION 11

Speaking Spanish has been or would have been beneficial in teaching the Cuban refugee students.

STRONGLY 4
DISAGREE

. DISAGREE

UNCERTAIN
s.

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

PERCENT

1

I

I

3 10 15 20 25 30 35 40* 45 30 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 10Q

Figure 11.

Question 11 'reveals strong agreement as to the benefit of speaking Spanish in teaching the Cuban refugees. This
.statement w.is revealing, but would have been more discriminating if folloed by 'inquiring if Speaking Spanish was
:IllesSetitial" in teaching thi Cuban rofugees,.or if the respondent was Spanish speaking.

.18
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Teaching in

.STRONGLY

.DISAGREE

DISAGREE

. QUESTION 1.2

the adult education program has been personally rewarding.
V

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

PERCENT

40

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 .40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Figure 12

Each teacher and aide revealed satisfaction in teaching the Cuban refugees by the lack of undecided and disagreement
responses to this statement. The rewards for t ching apparently were quit. e high, as demonstrated by the 86 percent
response in the strongly agree category.

..
CESTION 13

My personal goals for this educational program h ve been met. .

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE.

#
.UNCERTAIN

,

A,GRF.F.

IsTRoNGLY
. AGREE

IPERCENT 5 10 15 20 25. 30 35 .40 45 50 55 60 .65 70 75 80. 85 .90 95 100
Figure 13

.The spread in all response categories probably indicates that sons thought'was giveil to personal goals. The conscienti-
.

ciusness and professional integrity of the teachers and aides is demonstrated by the lack of unanimity of response, even
though 47. percent of the responses fell in the agree category, and 42 percent fell in the strongly agree category. It was.
apparent and reflected In the responses to this statement that'expectations Of teachers and aides for themselves were

as. were their .expeCtailOns for their students.



QUESTION 14

The administration and staff of -the.adult, education program have been .very helpful.

. STRONGLY
'DISAGREE

DISAGREE

UNCERTAIN

AGREE

STRONGLY'
AGREE

PERCENT 5 10 .15 20 25 30 .35 '40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Figure 14
!to

Large percentages of agreement and strong agreem to this statement give credence to the viability of the.professional
relationships established. among the administration, the teachers, and the aides.,

QUESTION 15.

The Army has been helpful in giving assistance to. the adult education program.

I-

STRONGLY.
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

I

UNCERT.-kIN

AGREE

STRONGL
AGREE

l'ERCF.N't

ti

5 10 13 20 25 30 33 - 40 45 30 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Figure 15
% .: ._ .. . . .. . ..

Even though minor irritations emerged betsvien teachers and aides and the Army, the 65 percent agreement,and strong
agreement, to this statement reflects the cooperation and overall 'effective manavynt by the Army. ,
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That part of the Teacher Attitude Inventory asking for.siiggestions and recommendations proved to he of limited
value. ForeWarning about: this part to those responding and allowing more time might have yielded bette results..

The results generally stated that the Adult Schookhould have been started earlier and a greater emphasis placed on
vocational education and skills development.

Teachers and aides expressed their pleasure and gratitude for the personally fulfilling teaching experience.
6

PRE- POST TESTING EVALUATION

To determine the)prosress of the students involved iri.the Adult School' for Cuban Refugees, it pre- and post-testingwith the English as a Second Language Oral Assessment (ESLOA) test was used.The ESLOA was administered as a
diagnostic device for all incoming students. It assesses the student's ability to speak and understand English on four
separate levels, with each level indicating-greater understanding of spoken English. as described previously.

The pre-test information revealed that 67 percent of the I ,200 students tested were.at Level 1.27 percentlit Level IL
3 percent at Level III. and 3 percent at Level IV. . . .

The post-testing occurred five weeks later. A random selection of 350 students for post-testing was taken from those
remaining at Indiantown Gap of the original 1,200 Students. The post-test information revealed a dramatic change irkAP.of the ESLOA lels. The students in Level I.dropped to 11 percent, indicating a movement to higher levels. Level II
increased to 42 percent. Level III increased to 32 percent, and Level IV increased to 45 percent. which indicates anoverall gain_ in the understanding of spoken English. This is illustrated by Table II.

Hypoihno

w -
Table II

SO -'

.
ESLOA
Level.

I ..

1 1

III
. IV

Pre-test
67("(
9-- i c-r

3ri.
. 3(i:

.

'Post-test
11 c7(

49 r.i

32(7(

157(
,

.

HYPOTHESIS 1: No differences itxist between su dents' spoken English proficiency as a result of classes taught by
Spanish speaking'as opposed u non-Spanish speaking teacherS and aides.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In examining students' progress in classrooms where either the teachers .or aides spoke Spanish
(n=9) or the teachers or,aides did not speak Spanish (n=10) no significant differences were found
(t=2.037. df=17, p>.05). .

HYPOTHESIS 2: No differences exist between students, and non-students in their proficiency in spoken English.
This hypothesis 'could notebe tested statistic-ally due to the resulting small number of non-students
available for testing.

HYPOTHESIS 3: No differences exist between students .who regal. ly attend clag's.and those who irregularly attend
class, in their proficiency in oral English.

RESULTS AND DLICUSSION

In the test of this hypothesis, the attendance level was used along with pre- and post-test ESLOA
scores. The attendance levels originally established had to be collapsed into attendance levels 3 arid 4
( n 7278).-as too few students attended clasS as irregularly as 50 percent or less of the time. Between
attendance levels 3 and 4. a high degree of significance was found indicating the rejection of the
hypothesis (t=3'.069, (11=30, p>.0I).?This indicates that the more the students attended classihe
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greater was their average gain in oral English. This is a significant indicatioR -the success ofthe
program. Since this much difference exists between attendance levels 3 a-nd.-Ltbescores of students
with higher levels of attendance would reflect an even larger gain when compared with the score of
students with lower or no attendance....

The average gain for students in points on the ESLOA for attendance level -1 (n=165) was 30.06 (SD= 13. -I). The
avec-age gain for students in attendance level 3 (n=113) was 19.33 (SD= 10.32), This coincides with the previous reported
percentage shifts in the pre- and post-testing:

Due to the lack of time created by the brevity of the total program, the ESLO:k was used asa post-test..The ESLOA
post-test scores 41 be.inflated due to the closeness of the pre- and post-testing. The ESLOA is.not recommended for
post-testing unless approximately six months havepassed since the initial testing. It should be noted that 67 percent of
the students on the initial testing scored only at Level I and were not exposed to the remaining levels of the test.--Thus,
mane students sis.r,,the upper levels of the ESLOA test only during the post-test administration. Consequently, even with
the closeness of the pre- and post-testing, the resulting scores are reflective of the actual gain.

IV. Summary

. The Adult School was established in a eery short period of time. This task was accomplished through the seasoned
expertise of program administrators expertise that also contributed to. the continued smooth operation of such a large
educational enterprise.

The Adult School wasAstablished to fit into 'the total operation of the Task Force responsible for the refugee
resettlement effort. toals forstird.ehts.we're: speaking English. learning about the way of life in the United States and the
lessening of anxiety. .

The AdultSchool did have a mid-program slump. Morale boosting For teachers and aides moved the program hack
to its pre-slump exuberance. Ntorning discussions directly focused inn thee problem, informal conversations were held
with teachers and aides. to support their activities, and' a 'picnic was planned. All of these effectively countered the
situation and clearly allowed the program to continue to grow. To the end, morale was high and the full effects of.this
were noticed in the classrooms.

The teachers andaides clearly demonstrated th,at even under c'onditions others deemed impossible. they could and
did make the, Adult School for Cuban Refugees successful. Cubans attended class regularly-and even several not
attending were touched in ways impossible to evaluate.'

The problems that did' emerge often .were handled within' the classroom. It should be noted that even in an
undertaking as large, as the Cuban refugee situation found at Fdrt Indiantown Gap, relatively few Ord usually minor
problems emerged. .

The teaching took on special challenges. Teachers were hot permitted to use anything in the classroom that could-be.
used as or made into a weapon.. eliminating many of the usual classroom materials. The creativity and flexibility of' the
teachers and aides was demonstrated in the development of clasSroom materials that were useful for the oral English
curriculum while meeting the stringent criteria imposed on the program.

Teacher safety was a recurrent theme for those other than teaches and aides. In-interviews with teachers and aides,
not one indicated he or she had.felt any less secure than in other teaching situations.

The resourcefulness of all personnel in the Adult School made the program highly productive in a potentially,.
counter-productive environment.

11 22
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Appendix A

Evaluation of teaching effort to teach al English and the American Culture to Cuban refugees at I ndiantown Gap.

Sept. 25, 1980 -

L PrOcess employed:
Class visits were made to observe the leatining environment and the teacher's and their as at work.

II., Teacher Behavior:
Teacher attributes to.achieve the goal of teaching oral English and the American culture were observed..
This writer identifies the teacher attributes necessary to this situation as follows.

1. Teachers must establish an environment conducive to learning:
2. Theteacher is a change agent by directing .a change in learning behavior to help t7 student save time and costly

error by efficiently learning the right material.
3. Skills in teaching adults are very different from skills used in teaching younger persons.
4. In addition to knowing the subject matter and understanding methbds of teaching that subject matter, the.
it teacher must be creative' and able to improvise.

3. The learning experience for an adult new to our culture must be relevant to needs to survive in our culture,
therefore the teacher must related learned behavior to a practical application. ,

III. Findings:
1. Learning environment:

Teachers converted a bleak and negative learning environment into a positive environment by use of'charts,
color photos, and other teaching aids. The liberal use of color managed to overcome the starkness of barracks
walls.

2. Change of learning behavior:
Teachers directed learning of language to help students understand what they must know to.get along in the

American Culture..
Also, the teachers constantly taught the necessary mariners for social acceptance into a new and different

culture. Every opportunity was used to change norms; i.e., promptness on the job.
3. Adult education:

Teachers showed appreciation for the maturisof the students and successfully Leach at.an adult level.
Success 'can be measured by the fact that class attendance is volitional, and the students ghoose to be there.

4.. Teacher ab ty to improvise:
The tea hers' greatest demonstrated talent was. the ability to improvise. They converted limited physical

facilities into a learning laboratory by using commercial objects; i.e.tMeDonalds' products, adult games i.e. bingo,
relating learning .experiences to daily occurences i.e. day of the week and calendar date, and employing factors
that compete with learning to teach language i.e. the room is hot or the room is cold.

5. Practical application of learned behavior:
Teachers always - related a learned exper,ience to a practical need; i.e., the puppet show demonstrated how

important language is to buying, ordering, paying, pursuit ofpleasure, getting a job, and understanding personal
finances.

IV.Summary: ,

The' teachers and supervisors along with the aides must be congratulated for a job extremely well done and for
making a contribution that is of inestimable worth to hurnap beings who are frustrated, lonely, friendless; frightened
of the futtire and who feel beleagured by a different culture, economy and life style. They have truly extended a
helping hand to our human brothers and sisters.

The teachers are able, knowledgeable. personable., energetic, talented, creative and dedicated.
; The biggest danger is that the teachers make such a vigorous effort that there is a danger of overwhelming'

fatigueloThey must guard against any let down in their effort since the work is very important and too much has been
invested in it to let down now!

The teachers' are achieving the established goals. There is every reason .to expect complete success.

Warren E. Ringler
Teacher Consultant
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Appendix B

Teacher Attitude Inventory

4

BeloW.you will find a number of statements which deal with one's belief's, attitudes or opinions about the Adult'Education Program fortuban Refugees. YOU will possibly agree with.some of.them, disagree with others and may.uncertain about some of there:
Retid each statement carefully, then circle the symbol which best expresses Your own view. Work as quickly as youcan without spending trio much time on any one statement.
This a #titude inventoryis completely anonymous. Please do not sign this inventory. After Completing this inventoryplease re

ri
rii it to the office.:

SD
A SA

Strongly Disagree
.

Disagree ; Uncertain Agrer . Strongly Agree

SD D U A SA

1. The;communication between the teacher and aides was
constructive.

9. Constant individualization of instruction was re-
quired to teach the Cuban refugee students.

3. Knowledge of adult education is essential to work-
ing productively with Cuban refugee student.S.

4. The supervision .given met most classroom needs.
5. There was a constant feeling of confusion abou the

purpose of this edutational project.
6. More administrative directions were needed assist

in daily lesson planning.
7. There is little difference between teaching the

,Cuban refugees and elementary school children:
8. Team teaching would have been better than the

teacher and aide systeM.
'9. The inservice training "Articulation of Sounds in

the English Language". was beneficial.
10. The adult education program for Cuban refugees

should have.been mandatory. .

11. Speaking Spanish has been or would have been
beneficial in teaching the Cliban refugee students.

12. Teaching in the adult education program has been
personally rewarding.

13. MY personal goals for this educational program
have been met.

14. The administration and staff of the adult edu-*
cation program have been very. helpful. -

.15. The Army has been helpful in,giying.assistance to
the adult education program.

0

SD D U A SA

SD D .. A SA
SD D C A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA'3

SD- D L' A SA

. 'SD D A SA

SD. D L' A SA

SD D U A S.A

D U A .SA

'SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

SD D A. SA.

SD 1) C A . SA
.,What grade level have you elementary 'Jaught?: elementary high school senior high SchOol ; highereducation none

What specific or broad suggestions.or recommendations do you have,to improve the quality of education of the Cubanrefugee . dents? ..

r
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

4q

a

4.

4

The Adult School for Cuban Refugees was a cooperative undertaking of the
United States Department of Education (USED)and the Cent,ralAtilaetianna
Intermediate Unit ;SI the opinions expressed in this report do not necessar-
ily reflect the pOsitigns or policy of the USED, and no official endorsement by
USED should be inferred. The report is solely the responsibity of the CSIU.

CSIU is fin equal rights and, opportunities intermediate unit.
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PREFACE

t

a

t.

o.

John Kennedy wrote: "The contribution of immigrants can be seen in'every aspect of our national life. We see it in
religiOn, in politics, in business, in the arts, in education, even in athletics,and in entertainment There is no'part ofour .

nation that has not been touched 4by our immigrant background. Everywhere immigrants-, have enriched and
strengthened tho fabric of American life. As Walt Whitman said,

These States are he amplest poem.,
Here is not merely a nation but
a teeming Nation of nations.':

The board and administration of the Central Susquehanna Intermediate Unit remembered this nation's rich and
diverse heritage when the United States Department of Education approached us in A-60st 1980 and asked that the
CSIU operate the. Adult School for Cuban Refugees at.Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania. Acting upon the recom-
mend of The interrhediate unit's administration, the board voted unanimously August 20 to undertake the
educition of adult Cuban refugees at the resettlement center 80 mites away, The board acted out of a sense of
humanitarian and civic obligation,- and, as the following report indicates, that decision was a good one.

.. Negotiations with 'USED began the day following the board's action, and within ten days; Army barracks had been
converted into school buildings and classrooms;.teaching staff had been selected and trained, curriculum development

.

and material ordering were well underway, and testing and teaching of adult Cuban refugees had begun. The report
which follows describes the history and-activities-of the Adult School for Cuban 'Refugees at Fort Indiantown Gap,A Penn*Variia.. It relates what was done and why, what worked and what 'did not, and offers evaluative.data and
recommendations .for future programs. The report is divi;ided into thtee. volumes. The first included an executive
summaryand the actual final report on the Adult School for Cuban Refugees, operated by the CSIU under USED
contract number 300800713. It includes a variety of appendices, including Appendix , which is bound separately and
includes individual student information as required by the contract; this appendix is presented Only to the
USED. The second volome.is an evaluation report, prepared by James Shaner. The thirdvolume is prepared in a format
to permit easy copying and includes a variety of instructional Materials developed by staff of the program.'

.The Adult School for Cuban Refugees worked because of the people who devoted their efforts.to it adminis-
trators, teachers, aides, secretaries, and a host of unsung support staff who worked beyond the scope of their normal jobs
so that this program would be a success. This report is dedicated to all of them and to the spirit which brought the Cuban
refirgees to this country the same spirit which brought sp many earlier waves of immigrants and which will, no doubt,
.bring others in the years to come. For all of us who bad the privilege to be associated with this extraordina t and
our extraordinary colleagues. this will be remembered as a challenging, exciting, 'rewarding episode in ou careers,

f

November 1980

Robert E. Feir
CSIU Assistant Executive Director
Superintendent, Adult School
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
4.

o

Cuban Refugees . . .

With -h-esident Carter's qecision to accept another group of 11:Inges into the United States, the country iniN
mediately assnmed the 'responsibility of providing them with food, shelter, awhile necessary medical care along with.
recreational and educational programs for the duration of their stay at a refngee,pwilit v. Tlie.primarN. goal would be '
locat ing sponsors tin- these refugees among United States citizens and legal immigrants, thereby releasing them from
these

In this case, the refugees were'Cubans seeking asylum from Fidel Castro's conininist regime. This report deals
specifically with the (:uban population at Fort I ndiamown Gap, Pennsylvania,

Initially, the Federal Emergency ManagementAgency (FEMA) took charge of the resettlement operation; later the
State Department asstmled the task. be Church World Service, the United States Catholic Conference, the Interna-
tional Rescue Committee, the I altheran Immigration and Refugee Service, and the World Relief. Rescue Service were
the volunteer agencies that worked to find sponsors for the 19,094 Cubans at Fort [whammy!' Gip. .

The Cubans lived in barracks tlinnigInnit several areas in the camp. They ate in mess halls and relaxed in the
evenings at movies shown by Army Personnel. lw American keel Cross (ARC) spOnsored recreati011al activities and
initially offered. English. classes. Its staff of teachers could not remain after August 15, however, due to previous
commitments.

After August I5. all of the refugees' needs continued to Ix- met with the exception of their educational needs. Steps
were rapidly taken, as the United States Department of Education (USE6) and the Pennsylvania Department of
Education (PI)E) approached various organizations requesting participation in the creion of a new educatiortal
program. The Central Susquehanna Intermediate Unit (CSIU) of Lewisburg, P6insylvailia agreed to accept the
responsibility in a unanimous vote of its Board of Directors.

Project Development'.
Representatives ofthe CSIU and USED negotiated a contract August,2I andi2, 1980. Authorization Was given by.,

USED August 25 to begin operations of the Adult School for Cuban Refugees and to begin to commit funds to the
project. The contract was formally signed Septembec 9; it provided fOr the tweration of classes through OCtobtr 15, the
planning date for the transfer of all're,maining refugees to Fort Chaffre, Arkansas.

It was determined that one of" the refugees' principal needs once leaving.the camp facility would be the ability to
communicate in English within American society. Keeping That point in mind and understanding that six oeeks is not
enough time to learn to read and write English adequately, it was decided that the basic goalof the program would be
that of teaching oral EngliSh, with emphasis placed upon understanding and speaking the language. .

The refugees also. lacked knowledge and familiarity of American society. TherefOre, part of the Adult School'
curriculum would be an acculturation program whereby the students would learn about American culture.

It was. decided that. the most efficient way of meeting all student neeeks would 1w by assigning 4 teacher/aide team
consisting ofone teacher and two aides to every 25 students.

"Die program director and coordinator were selected and contracted by (Si U. Faculty was recruited through
newspaper advertisements throughout Pennsylvania, by requests made to English as a Second Language (ESL) schools
in,the Millersville area and by word of mouth. APplicatin were interviewed and approved by a screening committee.

A total of 30 teachers. and 61 aides were Chosen-along with two teacher supervisors., and they becathe independent
contractors of the intermediate unit, to work until October 15 unless terminated at an earlier date. Four secretaries were
4150 hired.

The assembled staff proved to be extremely competent. All teachers held teaching certificates except a few who had
collegeteaching experience. FillY2taft members4ield Pennsylvania teaching certificates, and six fromother states. Many
aides had teaching certificates and 'more than half of them-had 'college degrees. A total Of 41 instructors were ESL
trained, and 42 were Spanish-speaking...

. Barracks to be used as classrooms were identified through the camp by area military commanders. A project
headquarters was also assigned, which housed the administrative staff and served to store all suppkes. Chairs,.tables and
desks were also provided by post personnel. Telephones and copy equipment were installed in the projeet headquarters.
Also available to the program was a large Xerox unit with-collating capability.

.;...
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All office supplies and niaterialsivre purchasrd by t he project coordinator after having received authorization
from,the CS1U director Of finance Or his administrative assistant.

. .

The entire faculty was given "Unlimited Access" badges iyhich permitted all to move freely within the living areas.
Military Police %%(nstationed along the perimeters of all Cuban housing areas and Federal Security Police patrolled
within the compounds. These -security measures insured the safety of all teachers and aiils, and to a certain extent
protected the classroom buildings.

.Project Operation- . . .

A sta1 training program oriented the teachers and..aides is to the Chbati refuge situation ..ind the CS1U Englis.h
program. They %veie briefed on (;titian culture, intrOduced to the philOsophies of the AdultSchool and giVen a tour alt
i he refugee facilitY2Alsokliscussed were necessary security measures and a set of emergency procedures that might be
necessary. Throughout the operation of the program, daily staff meetings %yere held at 7:30 i.ii., at winch the faculty
was infiwmed of new procedures and events.

..
.

Teachers and aides ivere assigned to classrooms th begin pre-testing the students. After having sige-churaiit horiza-
(ion-form, each interested refugee was given the Enklish as (1 Second Langu(rge Oral Ass.ssemet (ES! )A) examination, to
determine his/her previous knowledge of the Eiglish language. All %yere then assigned to a cla .. if about 25 students
according to four levels of proficiency, with Level 1 being the lowest and Level IV the highest-Teachers and iitles were,
assigned to) classroml5s, and by September 4 classes had begun.

INe classes were established lour times to accommodate additional students, and each i'vasereceded by a staff
training session. With the onset of the final set of classes, more than 1,200 refugees had been assigned to) class.

The curriculum was not strictly ileined, although it was based on the fundamental need to develop introductory
oral/aural communication skills. in English. The teachers were free to use whatever methods they chose as long as the
program's focus was maintained and a set of basic topics such!asgreetings and farewells, numbers, telling time, days of
the week, months, seasons, clothing, foods, and basic verbs were included in instruction. Teachers also male use: of
acculturation lessons, incorporating topics such as cooking or shopping in a grocery store, using the telephone, seeking
jobs., and iinderstanding basic laws.

An interesting lace' of the Adult School was the performance of a puppet show. A puppeteer, along with an
assistant, developed a puppet show aiul constructed the puppets and stage, Tkiestory dealt with two Cnban refugees who
found themselves confronted with American .sOcity and the need ni survive within it. One spoke English and one did
inot: as the bilingual puppet found a job and made friends, the Spanish-speaking puppet encountered difficulties. The,
les.s'on was clear: in order to begin a successful life in the United States it would lx necessary to speak and understand
English.

. .

All students were provided with textbooks: Neu, Horizons in I: ngliAh, Book .1, 2 and 3. A copy of the Spanish-English,
English-Spanish Dictionary published by the University of Chicago as also given to each student. AchIitil Lilly, notebooks,
pencils, pens, and other supplies were available at-project h!itlquartrs.

Classes Were conducted six days a week, Monday through Sat urday. Two classes met each (lay: one from,8:00 a.m. to
11:00 a.m. and the other from 1:00 p.m.. to 4:00 p.m. Teachers used time before and iftr class for additional
preparation or tutoring.

k
.

Students were recruited throughout the .entire operation. Attendance was voluntary and promotional activities
were needed to acquaint the refugees with the program. Stories in the camp newspaper, handbills, posters, public
a(ldress and mobile jeep announcements, stressed the importance and the benefits of learning knglish. Personal contact
rusts, perhaps, the most effective promotional

i(levice. with a "Bring a Buddy to Class" Campaign put into effect.
Supervisors personally :recruited students.

. .

The attendance goal was at least 30 percent of teluges assigned to (ass, with at least 70 percent of those assigned
actually in attendance each day.-This percentage 'allowed for 15 percent normal absence and f 5 percent for absences
relating to facility administrative activities. 'the number-o students assigned to class increased throughout the opera--
non. The attendance goal of 70 percent was, in fact, met every day with the exception of one day when recreational
activities were scheduled. When the daily attendance totals were added together, the total attendance from September 4
to October 8 was 20,780. Assuming that the average length of attendance for each strident was 2 out of the 3 possible

%

hours per class, the total number of contact hours was 41,560 (total amount of time spent in class by all students).
The teachier/aide teams fnnctiOned well. The teachers were responsible for the preparation and execution of daily

lesson plans. Aides worked under the supervision of the teachers, performing duties,such as attendance, tutoring arid
helping with small group instruction, In many cases, one member of each group was bilingual in English and Spanish,
which facilitated the explanation of 'certain grammatical points.
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Every living area was assigned a tiliperVitiOr Or a head teaCher.:li pertiOn COOrdinaled classroom activities Within
the area, observed the operation of the classes and provided assistance to teachers and aides.

The students were extremely cooperative throughout the program. Many preferred to go to two classes every day,
rather than only the one to which they -:-had been scheduled. Night classes %vele started fene those refugees who
participated in a volunteer Work force during the day; _these classes were well attended and used by other students to
supplement their d4 classes.

In most instances, the classrooms were cared fen- by rehigees serving as volunteer live-in custodians. These
cusnxlians, usually students, kept all buildings clean and safe. from vandalism.

In addition to caring- for the buildings, the students held themselves responsible for guarding the instructors'
belongings during the class period. They took care that there were no incidents within the classroom.

There were no major problems throughout the operation of the Adult School. All ininor problems were dealt wig)
its they occurred, For example, theiv was an initial delay in the arrival of the textbooks andelict ionaries at the onset of the
,program. The teachers incorporated their Own materials until I he.needed silpplies arrived.

Another minor ficulty involved the class rosters. Although all students were originally scheduled to a specific
class, manz preferred to attend different ones, eventually settling down with one teacher.'I'his caused a need to purge

'and revise rosters according to the actual attendance ()leach class. 'Ibis was easily done by deleting the names of students
who never came to clasS and adding the names of those students who did. .

.Other minor problems involved sporadic cases of vandalism, usually broken windows; lack of electricity in various
classrooms due to the fAct that the sockets had previously been pulled out of the walls; the scheduling of special events
which conflicted with class hours and reduced attendance; and finally, a drastic drop in the morale of he students due to
the announcement of the tansfer or remaining refugees to Fort Chaffee, Arkansas.

"throughout the growth of the program, a.few somewhat controversial issues arose:
U. Class attendance was initially intended to be voluntary. However, one military area commander chose to make

attendance mandatory, thus providing an opportunity to examine the effectiveness of compulsory vs. voluntary
attendance. In those areas where attendance was voluntary, the program attendance goals were met consistently; in the
area where attendance was compulsory at the beginning of the program, the same goals were rarely met.

2. Anotherpajor issue concerned Spanish speaking teachers vs. non-Spanish speaking teachers. Although non-
Spanish speaking teacher /aide tea ins did have some communication problems the first few days, growth in student
achievement was greater in these classes. However, the presence of a Spanish-speaking instructor did facilitate
administrative matters': 0

3. Central coordination of activities vs, individual agency coordination was another point of controversy. Since
there was no coordination Of activities among the various agencies involved with-the resettlement operation, there were
conflicting schedules and events. For exampl, the American Red Cross recreation program was frequently in direct
competition with the Adult School. It would be desirable in future refugee operations if all area commanders would
coordinate all agency programs based on general policies set by the director of the refugee facility.

4. A final issue involved the safety of the suit. 1,Based on press reports released prior to the operation of the Adult
School, there was expressed concern about the safety of the stall. 'Elie Atlult School administration took standard
precautions in the development of emergency procedures and in cautioning the staff as to recommended personal
behavior. Other than a few Minor incidents, there were no safety problems between the staff and the refugees.

Media coverage of the Adult School was encouraged. There was a variety of newspaper articles concerning the,
English program throughout its operation. There was also some television coverage.

f

Evaluation-
'An independent program evaluator was responsible for evaluating the entire program. "Ilie final evaluation was

N.-
prepared using classroom observations, teacher and student interviews, st intent testing, and teacher ;nth udinal surveys.

The results of the evaluation show that the program was successful beyond expectations. The first sets of the
ESLOA pre-test showed 67 percent tested in Level I, 27 percent in Level II, 3 percent in.Level III; and 3 percent in Level
IV. Three hundred fifty students selected at random were re-tested five weeks later. 'I'his time, only I I percent placed in
Level 1, 42 percent tested into Level II, 32 portent in Level III, and 15 percent in Level IV.

. The. majority of the teachers and administration also termed the :Adult School a success. The students' rapid
improvement over only a five-week period .demonstrated the dedication of the teachers and the motivation-of the
students.
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:RECOMMENDATIONS
The f011owing- recommendations refl0 the thinking oldie 1(lininistration ()Nu. Adult School for Cuban Refugees

at Fort IndiantowniGap, Penns'ylvania. They are offered in the hopes of assistingin the planning Ad operation of
rsimila effOrts, shouldthey t) needed, in the future. Many of the recommendations reaffirm what .was done in this

prograin and Miat was learned from it. Some of the recommendations reflect areas where further improvement is
possible. For the most part,implmentation of these recommendations till depend upon actions by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Edulation, NVIIICI1 Wilti most cOoperativ in the operation Of this program.Someof the recommendations call
only be impleniented by wiratever agency is selectpd to operate similar programs in the ludic!. The recommendations
1011OW: ?

i .. `.

I. USED SIICHIld (ItVelOp an internal oligoiiigcciordinatillg mechanism to work vith the U.S. Department of State
to:assure cducatipnal input into federal decision-making relative. tO refugee eftims.
IP 2. USED 51104141 have available sufficient resources to assure a (1111(k response to emergency refugee needs, even it
the initial response Onnot be a maximum one. These- resources should include personnel for contract negotiations,
prOgram management ',In(1 development technical assistance, and initial coordination with other federal agencies
involved in refugee efforts (sec Recommendation I above). Available resources should also include access to sufficient
funds to begin educational program operations quickly.

.,
3. USELis finance operations should Ix- reviewed in order to provide mechanisms for more rapid reimbursement

of local agencies asked to take on unusnAlly large, and complex tasks, such as the education of refugees. Existing
department mecItanisms (It) not appear adequate to respond to the neecrol_such local agencies to obtain prompt
reimbursement or, if necessary, advance funding.

.

4. Formal educatimi programs for both children and-adults, operated by local or state education agencies, should
lx: undertaken as qnickly as possible once refugees line been assigned to resettlement centers. While the volunteer.
agencies at Fort Intliantown Gap, particularly the American NI.Cross,.undertook a yeoman volunteer education effort
between May, when the Cubans arrived, and late August, vvheci the CSI U and V.N..,1) contracted for a formal education
program,program, the formality' of the latter had several advantages. "rhese include ligal and .fiscal accountability, program
stability, leif lines'of communication and command, II more formal curriculum, and greater control over.stndnt
records. Program continuity is particularly helpful for those who are mulct-going major change and stresses in their life
situations, such as re,Ingses. It is likely that the program gains detailed in the evaluation report would have been
considerably greater, had' the program begincin May or June rather than the last week in August.

. '5.. The 1o;al agency selected to operate a program of Ellis sort ,simuld have both programniatic and management
expertise, experience, and capability. Vhil program content development and implementation is always of paramount
importance, a program such as this call only operote effectively with an 'absolute maximum of administrative expertise.
In- addition, the agency selected to operate such a program must be committed and able to respond promptly to
unforeseen circumstances, must he willing and able to streamline it normal operating procedures,' and must he attuned
to rapidly evolving program needs.

6. Program planning by the agency operating the program should itutid initial and ongoing contacts.vvith all
Other agencies involved in t he refugee resettlement effort, ill order to maximize program ef feet iveness and minimize
competition fOr the attention of refugees of for any sense of "territoriality."

7. Administrative staff selected to work in such a program must have excellent logistics and.program devehipment
skills, boundless energy, flexibility, and an ability to deal effectively with diverse publics, including military personnel
representatives of Other civilian agencies, volunteer agencies, and the refugees themselves. Administrators must be
*ling lo fOrego some 'cif the standard administrative prerogatives generally associated with classroom management.
This program -found that effective operations depended upon initial Managerial leadership in the creation of an
environment in which most instructional decisions could b lecentralized to individual teachers and aides. . .

ill(
8. Teachers and aides selected to work in such a prow am shodld be flexible and compassionate, yet insistent upon

the skill develOpmnt of their students.:They must he sensitive to their multi- cultural task, and, if they are teaching
adults, they must he sensitive to the adulthood ofthi-ir students. Instructional staff must be willing to assume much oft he
responsibility for making on-the-spot instructional programming decisions in their own classrooms. Programs such as
this are unlikely to have adequate numbers of administrators or planning time to, permit effective centralization of
decision-making which affects the instructional program itself. As a result, such decision-making must be decentralized
to individ6a1 teachers andildts. While it il not necessary tor staff members' tobe bilingnal,and while it appears to be
preferable 14 instruction to lx' in English as much as possible, it is sometimes helpful to have some still. I members who
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art. bilingual, in order to increase initial communications among refugees and staff.
9. Administrators should undertake an early and systematic assessment of mat. inservice needs .ind provide for

meeting those needs as expeditiously as possible., Event he highest quality staff assembled fOr such a program is likely to
need soim assistance in meeting program goals,.

10: If the formal education program can he developed and inwleniented early enough in a refugee effort, the
chances will increased for greater development. of English .1.inguagt proficiency which should lead to grealcr
emphasis upon vocational preparation and other acculturation skills.

1 I. Lines of coniniunicafion aniong all concernGd program administrators, program instria-tionafstaff, federal
and state agency pecrsonnel, volunteer agency personnel, resettleiiient center administrators (both military and civilian),
the news media, and the refugees themselves is crucial to program success.
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